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Introduction

Africa is one of the most promising regions for the adoption of cryptocurrencies. This

is due to a unique combination of economic and demographic trends. While the

overall adoption rate is lower than the rest of the world, it boosts enormous potential

which can be defining for the cryptocurrency industry going forward.

DoshFX is a centralized crypto exchange that allows users to invest in

cryptocurrencies using their bank account or debit/credit card. Users get a

fully-secured crypto wallet thanks to a partnership with a leading global crypto

custodian. Making it safe for South Africans to explore, buy and hold

cryptocurrencies.

By allowing users to make cryptocurrency purchases with their debit or credit card,

DoshFX bridges the gap between the traditional financial world and the

cryptocurrency world. This type of service simplifies the process of investing in digital

assets for new users.

Vision

Become a market leading African cryptocurrency exchange and financial services over

the next two years. To be the number one investment solution for Africans by 2025.

Mission

To be the preferred blockchain-based investment app for Africans, facilitating fast and

easy cross-border transactions at the lowest price.

Optimize blockchain-technology to make it easy, fast, and fun to buy digital currency

anywhere in Africa. We believe that the future of money is one where we, the people,

are in control of our own economy. A future where there’s no place for middle-men,

hidden fees and fine print.
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The DoshFX Platform

An “all-in-one” trading platform which includes buying, selling, trading and investment

management. A fully-insured cross-asset solution that connects individuals, brokers

and corporations with simple, effective solutions.

By building a fully-insured trading platform that connects individuals, prime brokers,

and businesses and offers straightforward, efficient, and secure payment and trading

solutions across borders, DoshFX, a blockchain-based cryptocurrency exchange

platform, offers significant and long-lasting disruptive alternatives to the trading of

financial products.

DoshFX  offers easy and affordable access to financial markets. Our digital platform

offers  access to many products across global, local and regional markets with no

balance required.

In partnership with DIFX Holdings as a liquidity and technology provider DoshFX has

access to trading and investments universally. eZaga Capital will offer the client ease

to purchase and regulate the transaction from source of funds and infiltrate the

market.

Borderless Transactions

The first version of the DoshFX platform will only be available in Southern Africa or

those in South Africa, Botswana, Somalia, Mozambique and Ethiopia.

But since the company aims to drive adoption throughout Africa, the DoshFX team is

working on gaining more licenses to facilitate roll out in other parts of the continent.

The first version of the DoshFX platform will only be available in Southern Africa or

those in South Africa, Botswana, Somalia, Mozambique and Ethiopia.
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Fully Secured Crypto Wallet

DoshFX offers users a world-class platform where they can trade efficiently and

securely thanks to a partnership with a leading custodian of digital assets to ensure

the safety of their investments.

A Simplified Crypto Wallet

We take the stress out of memorizing your DoshFX wallet by allowing users to send

and receive funds by simply scanning a QR code. This means that users will only have

to remember their wallet address when withdrawing or depositing funds on the

platform.

Fast Fiat On-Ramp and Off-Ramp Services

The DoshFX app provides fast fiat on-ramp and off-ramp services that allow users to

instantly convert fiat currencies into cryptocurrencies and vice versa.

By utilizing the eZaga payment gateway, DoshFX provides users in Southern Africa

with a bank account number (IBAN) to facilitate the transacting fiat currencies to and

from the DoshFX platform.
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What Makes Us Different?

A Driver for Financial Inclusion

People's investing, trading, and financial inclusion possibilities have been boosted by

cryptocurrency and blockchain platforms. However, there is no one platform that

provides an "all-in-one" solution to bitcoin exchange (which includes buying, selling,

trading, and portfolio management). This creates a big gap in worldwide actual

financial inclusion, which is where DOSHFX stands out.

A Customer-Centric Approach

The DoshFX ecosystem unites the internal and external operating systems with our

customer-centric strategy to provide customers with a unified experience where they

can buy, sell, trade, and manage their digital assets on a single platform.

Know Your Customer (KYC)

Like your bank, DoshFX is compliant with local AML and KYC regulations to help

detect and prevent money laundering and other forms of corruption.

Unlike other CEXs, DoshFX uses blockchain technology to check and vet traders

before allowing them to conduct transactions on the platform, ensuring safety and

security. Furthermore, DoshFX's platform allows customers to manage all aspects of

their assets on a single platform and develop a broad portfolio with a wide range of

alternatives.
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Technical Aspects of the Platform

Encrypted User Access

By putting an additional encryption layer between the user and the wallet, this

specially developed technique gives great safety to the user's cash. By combining this

method with the blockchain wallet approach, the user is significantly protected while

still having all options for password recovery.

Auto-Login

When a user chooses to withdraw funds from his wallet, he is prompted to enter his

password again. This prevents a hostile attacker from hijacking an ongoing account

session on the exchange and withdrawing funds, which would otherwise be allowed in

the absence of a verification mechanism. The password is also encrypted using a

secure hashing process, ensuring that no one (even the exchange) can ever recover

the user's password.

Two/Three-Factor Verification and Google Re-Captcha

Google Authenticator and email authentication allow users to setup extra verification

using their cellphones or e-mail accounts to access specific operations such as trading

or withdrawals. Google re-captcha will also assist us in removing spam by

distinguishing between people and bots.

DNS Failover in a Distributed Architecture

The systems maintain DNS failover to enable DDOS resistance as well as rapid

failover. In the event of a server failure, the failover time is set at 180 seconds

(depending on DNS TTL). Geo IP routing provides very fast access for users all across

the world by routing tracks depending on their geo-location. Architecture built on the

most recent technological frameworks and utilising the most recent software helps
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mitigate the risks of leaks caused by software immaturity. Our continuous upgrades

and technical advancements will continually improve the exchange's overall resilience.

Automated Multi-Signature Cold Storage

The exchange's hot wallet has an automated procedure that transfers crypto funds to

multi-signature cold storage based on a pre-determined equation of hot wallet

storage versus total funds, ensuring that the majority of assets are protected in the

event of a platform hack or brute attack. Automated trade and account alerts: Users

can get automated trade and account notifications on order matching, order books,

and charts. Under their account information panel, they may access current and

historical data, including a complete list of debit or credit entries and transaction

costs.

Summary

The DoshFX platform makes cryptocurrency investments simple and accessible,

without high transaction fees. It is a blockchain-based alternative to traditional

investment platforms, a simple solution that bridges the gap between

cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies. As Africa continues to make strides in

blockchain and crypto adoption, DoshFX will  offer the necessary ease and robust

platform to improve access and functionality of financial services offerings on the

African continent.
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